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                                                  October, 2006
                                                                                             FOOD
                                                 TITLE  FOOD  TITLE TITLE  JUV  STATE       STAMP   FIP   RCA
                                     TOTAL  FIP   IV-D STAMPS  XIX    XX PAROLE  SUPP OTHER FRAUD FRAUD FRAUD
  NUMBER PENDING FROM PREVIOUS MONTH 2,055   183    24     71   475 1264    0      8     0     30     0     0
  NUMBER RECEIVED DURING PERIOD        625    95     8     43   335  138    0      3     0      3     0     0
  NUMBER DISPOSED OF DURING PERIOD     572   112    17     43   261  125    0      4     0     10     0     0
  NUMBER PENDING AT END OF PERIOD    2,108   166    15     71   549 1277    0      7     0     23     0     0
  AGENCY ACTION RESULTING IN HEARING
  REQUEST - TOTAL                      572   112    17     43   261  125    0      4     0     10     0     0
    APPLICATION DENIED                 230    19     0      8   170   30    0      3     0      0     0     0
    NOT GRANT RELATED                  192    17    17      7    49   92    0      1     0      9     0     0
    DISCONTINUANCE OF ASSISTANCE       122    61     0     17    42    2    0      0     0      0     0     0
    GRANT AMOUNT                        28    15     0     11     0    1    0      0     0      1     0     0
  METHOD OF DISPOSITION AND OUTCOME
    TOTAL                              572   112    17     43   261  125    0      4     0     10     0     0
    MODIFIED DECISION                   25     2     0      0    23    0    0      0     0      0     0     0
    IN FAVOR OF CLAIMANT                25     6     0      1    10    7    0      1     0      0     0     0
    NOT IN FAVOR OF CLAIMANT           169    28     5      8    94   23    0      2     0      9     0     0
              OTHER MEANS:
    WITHDRAWN - CHANGE IN FAVOR OF       0     0     0      0     0    0    0      0     0      0     0     0
                CLAIMANT
    WITHDRAWN - NO CHANGE IN FAVOR      62     4     4      9    21   23    0      0     0      1     0     0
                OF CLAIMANT
    ABANDONED OR DEATH                 100    47     3     16    13   21    0      0     0      0     0     0
    DENIED                             179    22     5      6    95   50    0      1     0      0     0     0
    VOID                                12     3     0      3     5    1    0      0     0      0     0     0
  TIME ELAPSED BETWEEN REQUEST &
  SCHEDULED HEARING - TOTAL            219    36     5      9   127   30    0      3     0      9     0     0
    LESS THAN 30 DAYS                   35     2     0      4    29    0    0      0     0      0     0     0
    30 - 60 DAYS                       115    34     5      5    52    8    0      3     0      8     0     0
    61 - 90 DAYS                        44     0     0      0    42    2    0      0     0      0     0     0
    MORE THAN 90 DAYS                   25     0     0      0     4   20    0      0     0      1     0     0
    AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAYS (MEAN)     77.2  39.2  44.2   31.2  49.6 271.3  .0   48.7    .0     44     0     0
  TIME ELAPSED BETWEEN REQUEST &
  DISPOSITION - TOTAL                  572   112    17     43   261  125    0      4     0     10     0     0
    LESS THAN 30 DAYS                  125    22     5     13    75    8    0      1     0      1     0     0
    30 - 60 DAYS                       173    51     7     27    85    3    0      0     0      0     0     0
    61 - 90 DAYS                        94    35     2      3    41    7    0      2     0      4     0     0
    MORE THAN 90 DAYS                  180     4     3      0    60  107    0      1     0      5     0     0
    AVERAGE NUMBER OF DAYS (MEAN)    106.2  50.9  50.2   35.0  58.8 285.5  .0   67.8    .0    137     0     0
  PRINCIPAL ISSUE IN HEARING
    TOTAL                              219    36     5      9   127   30    0      3     0      9     0     0
    NEED STANDARD                        0     0     0      0     0    0    0      0     0      0     0     0
    INCOME OR RESOURCES                172    27     0      7   115   19    0      3     0      1     0     0
    DISREGARDS                           0     0     0      0     0    0    0      0     0      0     0     0
    NON-GRANT ELIGIBILITY FACTORS       47     9     5      2    12   11    0      0     0      8     0     0
  REPRESENTATION OF CLAIMANT DURING
  HEARING PROCESS - TOTAL              219    36     5      9   127   30    0      3     0      9     0     0
    LEGAL COUNSEL                        4     1     0      1     1    1    0      0     0      0     0     0
    SELF                               211    35     5      8   122   29    0      3     0      9     0     0
    OTHER                                4     0     0      0     4    0    0      0     0      0     0     0
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